
 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT  
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA 

STATE OF FLORIDA,   CASE NO.:  
ex rel.  
 
CHRISTOPHER HOOD  FILED UNDER SEAL 

 
 Relator, 
 
v.    

    
LEXISNEXIS RISK SOLUTIONS, INC., a 
Georgia Corporation, 

 
     Defendant. 
___________________________________________/      
          

QUI TAM COMPLAINT 
 
 The Plaintiff, Christopher Hood, brings this action in the name of the State of Florida, 

against Defendant LexisNexis Risk Solutions, Inc. (“Lexis) and states as follows. 

OVERVIEW 

1. This is an action to recover treble damages against Lexis for a widespread scheme 

to commit reverse false claims, in violation of the Florida False Claims Act, section 68.081, et 

seq., Florida Statutes.  

2. As further set forth below, Lexis is a global data company that collects and sells to 

the general public, among other things, auto crash reports prepared by Florida police agencies.  

Lexis obtains these crash reports by way of a contract with the State of Florida Department of 

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicle (“DHSMV”).  Under the contract, Lexis is supposed to collect 

an “agency fee” from each customer who orders a report and thereafter forward that fee to 
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DHSMV.  Lexis is also permitted to charge a “convenience fee” or “handling fee” to each 

customer to compensate Lexis for the service of providing the report. 

3. As an essential part of the contract, Lexis must report to DHSMV the true and 

correct number of auto crash reports sold to the public.  Likewise, Lexis must forward to DHSMV 

the true and correct amount of fees due for each and every sale.  As set forth below, Lexis has 

engaged in a systematic pattern of under-reporting the number of crash reports sold and, in turn, 

under-paying its financial obligations to DHSMV.  As a result, Lexis has knowingly made, used, 

or caused to be made or used, false records and statements material to its obligations to pay money 

to DHSMV, and Lexis has knowingly concealed, decreased, and avoided its financial obligations 

to DHSMV. 

THE RELATOR 
 

4. The Relator, Christopher Hood, lives and works in Broward County, Florida.  From 

approximately 2014 to the present, Relator has worked for Lexis in various supervisory capacities 

that involve the acquisition and sale of auto crash reports.  Relator’s day-to-day duties have 

allowed him to observe firsthand many of the fraudulent schemes described in this memorandum.   

5. Since May 2014, Relator has held various job titles with Lexis, but has always 

worked in the field of auto crash reporting.  He initially held the title of Senior Subject Matter 

Expert, with responsibilities over electronic police citations and crash reporting.  In 2015, Lexis 

promoted him to Senior Vertical Solution Consultant, with responsibilities over the same areas. 

6. On a daily basis, Relator provides technical assistance to Lexis sales representatives 

across the United States.  He answers technical questions related to acquiring auto crash reports 

from state and local police agencies and selling them to the public.  Relator also handles Lexis 

accounts with state and local police agencies in the states of Alabama, Ohio, Virginia, West 
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Virginia, Maine, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana Connecticut, Delaware, 

Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Florida, Michigan, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Kansas, South 

Carolina, North Carolina and Washington, D.C.  In that capacity, he interacts with state and local 

police agencies on a wide array of issues related to uploading crash reports, selling them to the 

public, and paying police agencies their agency fees.   

7. As part of his day-to-day duties at Lexis, Relator has become familiar with Lexis’s 

procedures for acquiring auto crash reports from police agencies and its procedures for selling 

those crash reports to the public.  Relator has access to many of Lexis’s contracts, and he has 

access to many of the accounting and billing systems that show sales to the general public and the 

corresponding payment of agency fees (or the lack thereof) to the agencies that produced the 

reports.  Relator knows the information that is being disclosed to DHSMV as well as the 

information that is being withheld from DHSMV. 

THE DEFENDANT 

8. Defendant LexisNexis Risk Solutions, Inc. (“Lexis”), is a Georgia corporation with 

its principal place of business in Alpharetta, Georgia.  Lexis is registered with the Secretary of 

State to conduct business in Florida.  

9. Lexis does substantial business in the State of Florida and holds a lucrative contract 

with DHSMV to act on DHSMV’s behalf in the sale of Florida crash reports to the general public. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
 

10. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and over the subject matter of this action 

pursuant to section 26.012, Florida Statutes.  The damages in this matter exceed $15,000.00, 

exclusive of interest, costs, and fees. 

11. Venue is proper in Leon County pursuant to section 68.083(3), Florida Statutes. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

THE NATIONWIDE MARKET FOR AUTO CRASH REPORTS 
 
12. Lexis collects and sells auto crash reports throughout the entire nation, including in 

the State of Florida.  Nationwide, Lexis acquires over 750,000 auto crash reports per month and 

generates millions per year in revenue from the sales of these reports.  The market for auto crash 

reports consists of three principal buyers:  (a) drivers and passengers involved in the accident 

itself, so-called “involved parties”; (2) insurance companies and adjustors, who purchase crash 

reports in order to evaluate insurance claims arising from accidents; and (3) lawyers, who purchase 

crash reports in connection with lawsuits arising from accidents.   

13. Lexis dominates the market for auto crash reports in Florida.  Under state law, 

every law enforcement agency in Florida must forward its crash reports to DHSMV to be 

maintained in a central repository.  See § 316.066, Fla. Stat.  Lexis holds a contract with DHSMV 

to operate and maintain this central repository.  By virtue of this contract, Lexis is responsible for 

maintaining and offering for sale to third parties every auto crash report produced in the state.   

14. The Florida contract allows Lexis to serve as a portal for authorized members of the 

public, including insurance companies and lawyers, to buy crash reports that have been prepared 

by Florida police agencies.  When a customer buys a report, Lexis collects a fee on behalf of the 

State, which fee is supposed to be forwarded to DHSMV.  Lexis also collects a “convenience fee” 

or “handling fee” to compensate Lexis for the service of providing the report. 

15. Significantly, the Florida contract requires Lexis to collect and pay agency fees 

every time it sells a crash report obtained from DHSMV.  If Lexis sells the same crash report three 

times (which is often the case), Lexis must collect the agency fee three times.  Moreover, Lexis 
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must report to DHSMV on a regular basis as to the number of crash reports sold.  Lexis must also 

forward the correct amount of fees collected for each and every sale to DHSMV.  

16. As set forth below, Lexis has been engaged in a pattern of systematically under-

reporting its sales of crash reports to DHSMV.  Lexis sells thousands of reports each year that go 

completely unreported.  As a result of this pattern and practice of wrongdoing, Lexis has 

improperly retained fees that – by contract and law – should have been forwarded to DHSMV. 

17. The sale of auto crash reports is a big business. The largest purchasers of auto crash 

reports, by far, are insurance companies.  Lexis maintains institutional accounts with many of the 

nation’s largest insurance companies for the sale of auto crash reports, including State Farm, 

Allstate and GEICO.  Over the past ten years, Lexis has expanded its presence in the auto crash 

market greatly by acquiring many of its competitors.  Lexis is now the biggest seller of crash 

reports in the nation. 

THE DHSMV CONTRACT 
 

18. As one of the largest states in the country, Florida is a lucrative market for auto 

crash reports.  Lexis currently holds a contract with the Florida DHSMV to maintain Florida’s 

central repository of auto crash reports and sell them to the public by way of the internet site 

www.buycrash.com.   

19. Lexis acquired the Florida contract by virtue of its corporate acquisition of Open 

Portal Solutions, Inc. (“OPS”), a subsidiary of Appriss, which previously won the contract through 

competitive bidding in 2011.  The contract itself consists of the Invitation to Negotiate (“ITN”) 

issued by DHSMV in 2011 (Exhibit 1), Addendum #1 to the ITN (Exhibit 2), and the Best and 

Final Offer issued by OPS/Appriss in 2011 (Exhibit 3). 
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20. DHSMV serves as the central repository for crash reports for all state and local 

police agencies, pursuant to a statutory scheme outlined in section 316.066, Florida Statutes.  

Some Florida agencies prepare crash reports electronically, while others prepare them in hard 

copy, paper format.  Regardless of how they prepare crash reports, all agencies must forward their 

reports to DHSMV, which maintains them and makes them available for sale to the public, as 

required by law.   

21. Prior to 2011, DHSMV handled most of the work required by section 316.066 by 

itself.  DHSMV received crash reports from all around the state, managed a large database of 

reports, and handled sales to the public, selling crash reports for $10 each.  In 2011, DHSMV 

decided to outsource this work to the private sector.   

22. Accordingly, on March 11, 2011, DHSMV issued an ITN titled "Florida Traffic 

Crash Report Records," Solicitation Number 013-11.  See Exhibit 1.  The scope of work for this 

proposed contract included data entry services, converting paper crash reports into electronic 

reports, and offering crash reports for sale to the public.  Id. 

23. The ITN authorized the prospective vendor to sell crash reports to the public “at 

the per record fee authorized by s. 316.066 Florida Statute.”  Id. at ¶ 3.2.   The statutory fee at the 

time was $10 per report.  See Exhibit 4.  The ITN unequivocally required daily payment to 

DHSMV for each crash report sold:   

Through the sale of the crash reports, the Contractor must pay the 
Department the statutory fee listed in s. 316.066, Florida Statutes 
for each crash report sold and EFT those funds to the 
Department’s account with Bank of America nightly. 

 
See Exhibit 1 at ¶ 3.14(k) (emphasis added).   
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24. As part of the bid process, potential vendors asked written questions, and DHSMV 

published its answers in Addendum #1 to the ITN, dated April 4, 2011.  See Exhibit 2 at 1.  In 

these answers, DHSMV made clear that the $10 fee was to be charged for all sales.  Id. (Answer to 

Question #30).  The vendor would also be permitted to charge a “convenience fee,” above and 

beyond the $10, so that the vendor could make a profit on the contract.  Id. (Answer to Question 

#29). 

25. The contract also restricted the vendor’s use of crash reports solely to those 

specified in the contract:   

Crash records and/or other driver or vehicle owner information 
provided to the Contractor by the Department for purposes of this 
Contract shall not be used by the Contractor for any purpose not 
approved in writing by the Department.  The Contractor shall not 
sell, assign or otherwise transfer, or permit the use of information 
furnished by the Department to, or by, any other person, firm, 
association, or corporation unless (i) approved in writing by the 
Department; and (ii) the use made by the transferee is consistent 
with the uses permitted by law including the disclosures prohibited 
by Section 119.07, Florida Statutes. 

 
See Exhibit 1, at ¶ 3.12.   

26. The contract further provided for severe penalties in the event the vendor sold any 

crash reports in a manner inconsistent with the contract.  Specifically, paragraph 2.6(e) provided: 

If Contractor fails to remit to the Department nightly, the fees 
collected for the sale of Crash Reports (time and date listed in 
Section 3.16), it will result in substantial injury to the Department, 
the Contractor agrees to pay the Department one thousand dollars 
($1,000) per work day for every day past the agreed upon 
remittance time and date. Contractor shall not be liable if failure to 
perform arises out of a cause beyond the control of the Contractor 
and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor (Acts of God, 
the public enemy, fires, floods, hurricanes, strikes, freight 
embargoes, regulated telephone company delays, etc.). 
 

Id. at ¶ 2.6(e).  
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27. On May 31, 2011, OPS, a subsidiary of Appriss, submitted a Best and Final Offer 

by which Appriss agreed to be bound by all material requirements of the ITN, including 

paragraphs 3.2, 3.12 and 3.14.  See Exhibit 3 at 28, 55 and 57-58, respectively.  In or around June 

2011, DHSMV awarded the contract to OPS/Apriss. 

28. Thereafter, in order to sell crash reports to the public, OPS/Apriss utilized the 

website www.buycrash.com.  OPS/Apriss offered crash reports for sale for $15.00 each, with the 

revenue to be divided as follows: $5 to OPS/APRISS, and $10 to DHSMV.   

29. In or around June 2016, Lexis acquired the Crash and Project Business Group of 

Appriss and thereby replaced OPS/Apriss as DHSMV’s vendor under the statewide contract.  As a 

result of this acquisition, Lexis gained immediate access to all crash reports in Florida by way of 

the DHSMV database.  Lexis also acquired the OPS/Apriss contractual and legal responsibility to 

report the true and correct number of crash reports sold and to forward $10 to DHSMV for each 

and every crash report sold.   

30. As further described below, Lexis has not abided by these obligations. To the 

contrary, Lexis has repeatedly submitted false information to DHSMV as to the number of crash 

reports sold and has underpaid its obligations to DHSMV.    

31. In addition, prior to the Appriss-related acquisition, Lexis also obtained a great 

many crash reports from DHSMV by courier and mail order.  Lexis routinely made material 

misrepresentations and omissions when purchasing these crash reports.  That is to say, Lexis 

and/or its courier routinely identified a single client on whose behalf it was purportedly requesting 

the crash report.  In reality, Lexis intended to download the crash report and sell it many times 

more, thereby depriving DHSMV of the revenue from repeat sales of the same report. 
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HOW LEXIS SELLS CRASH REPORTS & DEFRAUDS THE STATE 
 

Lexis Sells Crash Reports Through Numerous Internet Portals 
 

32. Lexis maintains various websites for the sale of crash reports to the public, 

including www.buycrash.com.  Members of the public can access this website and order crash 

reports from Lexis.  Depending on the laws of the state that produced the crash report, the buyer 

may have to certify the reasons he or she is purchasing the report.  The buyer pays for the report, 

usually by credit card.  The cost of the report, typically $10 - $20, includes both the agency fee and 

the handling fee.  As previously described, Lexis is supposed to forward the agency fee, typically 

$5 - $10, to the agency that produced the report. 

33. In addition to publicly available websites, Lexis operates dozens of other portals 

that cater to institutional buyers such as insurance companies, law firms, private investigators and 

the like.  Customers usually subscribe to these services and pay a monthly subscription fee for the 

service.  These portals include, but are not limited to, the following:  

LexisNexis OrderPoint;   

LexisNexis Accurint for Legal Professionals;   

LexisNexis Automobile Accident Reports;   

Accurint;   

Accurint for Insurance;   

Accurint for Insurance Plus;   

Accurint for Law Enforcement;   

Accurint XML;  

Accurint XML (Reseller);   
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Claims Compass;   

Lexis.com;   

Lexis Advance; and  

Lexis PoliceReports.   

34. Lexis designs these applications for particular market segments.  As an example, 

Lexis offers “LexisNexis Accurint for Legal Professionals” to lawyers on a subscription basis.  

This application allows lawyers to access vast amounts of data for witness background searches, 

asset searches, and public records searches, including searches of auto crash reports.    

35. Insurance companies are the biggest buyers of auto crash reports from Lexis.  As an 

example, State Farm commands 18% of the nationwide automobile insurance market.  Lexis holds 

an exclusive contract to supply crash reports to State Farm.  On information and belief, in 2016, 

Lexis sold over one million crash reports to State Farm alone.  Lexis also holds contracts with 

Allstate, GEICO and many other large insurance companies. 

36. On a daily basis, Lexis produces a nationwide summary of daily auto crash report 

sales known as the eCrash Daily Management Report or “eCrash Daily Summary.”  This 

spreadsheet purports to shows all sales made on a daily basis across the country.  These daily 

spreadsheets contain columns for the following categories of information, among others: 

Date of Order; 

Report Number; 

Agency Name; 

Company Name (Buyer); 

Report Fee (Agency Fee); and 

Convenience Fee. 
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37. As to the buyer’s name, the eCrash Daily Summary follows a different 

methodology when a buyer purchases a crash report through one of the monthly subscription 

services such as OrderPoint or Accurint.  In such cases, the eCrash Daily Summary identifies the 

buyer as “LN CRU Police Records,” which stands for “LexisNexis Claims Records Unit Police 

Records.”  This means the purchase has been made on behalf of a monthly commercial customer.  

The name of the ultimate buyer of the report is then maintained by the LN CRU department within 

Lexis.   

Lexis Maintains an Ever-Expanding “Inventory” of Crash Reports 
 

38. When a Lexis customer orders a given crash report for the first time, Lexis obtains 

the report by way of one of its contractual relationships or in the old fashioned way, by courier.  

Either way, Lexis delivers the report to the customer and charges a fee, which consists of the 

agency fee and the handling fee.  These “first” purchases typically appear on the eCrash Daily 

Summary, and Lexis typically reports these first purchases and forwards the appropriate agency 

fee to DHSMV. 

39. Accordingly, on a regular basis, Lexis routinely reports some sales and sends some 

amount of money to DHSMV.  On the surface, DHSMV has no reason to suspect that the number 

of sales reported or the amounts of money delivered are wrong or inaccurate. 

40. In reality, however, the sales reflected on the eCrash Daily Summary and reported 

to DHSMV constitute only a fraction of the total sales made by Lexis.   This is because, once Lexis 

obtains and sells a given crash report, Lexis uploads that report into a vast, ever-expanding 

database of crash reports known as the High Performance Computer Cluster or “HPCC.”  This 

database serves as an internal inventory for future sales.  Once a given crash report has been added 
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to the inventory, Lexis treats that report as Lexis property, which can be freely re-sold to 

customers in the future. 

Lexis Does Not Pay Agency Fees on “Repeat” Sales Out of Inventory 
 

41. Once a given crash report has been uploaded into the HPCC, Lexis treats that report 

as Lexis property, available for re-sale without the need to forward agency fees to the police 

agency that produced the report.  When Lexis receives a new crash report order, through any 

portal, Lexis first searches its own internal HPCC database to determine whether it already has the 

report in inventory.  If Lexis already has the report, Lexis simply sells the report out of inventory, 

without paying agency fees.   If Lexis does not have the report in inventory, only then will it go to 

DHSMV to obtain the report (and pay agency fees). 

42. When Lexis sells a crash report out of its own internal HPCC inventory, Lexis still 

collects the agency fee from customers, but Lexis does not forward that fee to DHSMV.  Instead, 

Lexis keeps the agency fee as “profit.”  Lexis boasted of this practice in an internal PowerPoint 

presentations regarding the ASQ or “Automated Search Queue” system, which is the process by 

which Lexis searches its own HPCC inventory: 

ASQ 
 
*Acronym for Auto Search Queue 
. . . 
 
*Similar to DHDB in nature in that when a police record request comes in, 
ASQ is searched and if the order is found, the customer gets the report 
back faster, and we don’t incur the agency fee. 
 
*The customer still gets charged the full rate (handling fee + agency fee) 
and it is 100% profit for us. 
 

(Emphasis added). 
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43. This PowerPoint is an admission to fraud.  By contract and law, Lexis must collect 

the agency fee every time it sells a crash report, and it must forward the agency fee to DHSMV 

every time it collects such a fee.  This PowerPoint admits that Lexis does not follow its obligation 

but instead keeps the agency fees as profits on repeat sales.  Lexis is currently cheating DHSMV 

on a daily basis. 

44. On information and belief, the fraud is particularly egregious as to purchases made 

by large insurance companies like State Farm, Allstate and GEICO, which buy millions of crash 

reports per year.  Many of these purchases take place with no human interface in “system to 

system” transactions without payment of agency fees.   

45. Lexis also purchases crash reports in order to re-purposes the information in each 

crash report and sells it in a variety of other ways.  As but one example, Lexis sells the vehicle 

identification number or “VIN” numbers from crash reports to Experian, a company that assembles 

and sells vehicle history reports.  VIN numbers are extremely profitable to Lexis, regardless of 

whether any customer ever orders the crash report.   

46. The sale of VIN numbers and other data from crash reports is expressly prohibited 

by the DHSMV contract: 

Crash records and/or other driver or vehicle owner information provided 
to the Contractor by the Department for purposes of this Contract shall not 
be used by the Contractor for any purpose not approved in writing by the 
Department.  The Contractor shall not sell, assign or otherwise transfer, or 
permit the use of information furnished by the Department to, or by, any 
other person, firm, association, or corporation unless (i) approved in 
writing by the Department; and (ii) the use made by the transferee is 
consistent with the uses permitted by law including the disclosures 
prohibited by Section 119.07, Florida Statutes. 

 
See Exhibit 1, at ¶ 3.12 (Florida DHSMV Contract) (emphasis added).  This is yet another way that 

Lexis defrauds the DHSMV. 
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SPECIFIC REVERSE FALSE CLAIMS 
 

47. As representative examples, Relator has confirmed that the following crash report 

purchases were made, and that Lexis did not forward the appropriate agency fees back to DHSMV. 

48. On a daily basis, Lexis supplies the DHSMV with a report known as the Florida 

Daily Revenue Report.  This report mirrors the information set forth in the eCrash Daily Summary, 

but limits the information solely to purchases from DHSMV.  Like the eCrash Daily Summary, the 

Florida Daily Revenue Report does not include sales of crash reports that have already been added 

to the HPCC “inventory.”  Lexis considers such crash reports to be Lexis property, with no need to 

report these sales to DHSMV. 

Example #1 

49. On or about October 31, 2017, Relator’s counsel ordered a crash report by way of 

the Lexis portal www.buycrash.com.  The crash took place on March 31, 2017, and was prepared 

by Florida Highway Patrol, Troop A.  The crash involved a party with initials W.D. 

50. Relator’s counsel chose to order this crash report because Relator confirmed that 

this crash report had already been ordered in the past and, thus, had already been uploaded into the 

HPCC.  As such, this test purchase was designed to determine whether Lexis would report this 

purchase to DHSMV and forward the agency fee to DHSMV. 

51. Relator’s counsel paid $16 for the report on or about October 31, 2017.  Under the 

Florida contract, Lexis should have reported this purchase on the Florida Daily Revenue Report 

and should have forwarded $10 to DHSMV. 

52. Following the purchase, Relator confirmed that this sale did not appear on the 

eCrash Daily Summary.  On information and belief, the purchase likewise failed to appear on the 

Florida Daily Revenue Report, and Lexis did not forward the agency fee to DHSMV.   
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53. As to Example #1, Lexis knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false 

records and statements material to its obligations to pay money to DHSMV, and Lexis knowingly 

concealed, decreased, and avoided its financial obligations to DHSMV. 

Example #2 

54. On or about November 28, 2017, Relator’s counsel ordered a crash report by way of 

the Lexis portal www.buycrash.com.  The crash took place on September 26, 2016, and was 

prepared by Florida Highway Patrol, Troop C.  The crash involved a party with initials M.B. 

55. Relator’s counsel chose to order this crash report because Relator confirmed that 

this crash report had already been ordered in the past and, thus, had already been uploaded into the 

HPCC.  As such, this test purchase was designed to determine whether Lexis would report this 

later purchase to DHSMV and forward the agency fee to DHSMV. 

56. Relator’s counsel paid $16 for the report on or about November 28, 2017.  Under 

the Florida contract, Lexis should have reported this purchase on the Florida Daily Revenue Report 

and should have forwarded $10 to DHSMV. 

57. Following the purchase, Relator confirmed that this sale did not appear on the 

eCrash Daily Summary.  On information and belief, the purchase likewise failed to appear on the 

Florida Daily Revenue Report, and Lexis did not forward the agency fee to DHSMV.   

58. As to Example #2, Lexis knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false 

records and statements material to its obligations to pay money to DHSMV, and Lexis knowingly 

concealed, decreased, and avoided its financial obligations to DHSMV. 

Example #3 

59. On or about November 28, 2017, Relator’s counsel ordered a crash report by way of  
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60. the Lexis portal www.buycrash.com.  The crash took place on August 27, 2016, and 

was prepared by Florida Highway Patrol, Troop C.  The crash involved a party with initials R.W. 

61. Relator’s counsel chose to order this crash report because Relator confirmed that 

this crash report had already been ordered in the past and, thus, had already been uploaded into the 

HPCC.  As such, this test purchase was designed to determine whether Lexis would report this 

later purchase to DHSMV and forward the agency fee to DHSMV. 

62. Relator’s counsel paid $16 for the report on or about November 28, 2017.  Under 

the Florida contract, Lexis should have reported this purchase on the Florida Daily Revenue Report 

and should have forwarded $10 to DHSMV. 

63. Following the purchase, Relator confirmed that this sale did not appear on the 

eCrash Daily Summary.  On information and belief, the purchase likewise failed to appear on the 

Florida Daily Revenue Report, and Lexis did not forward the agency fee to DHSMV.   

64. As to Example #3, Lexis knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false 

records and statements material to its obligations to pay money to DHSMV, and Lexis knowingly 

concealed, decreased, and avoided its financial obligations to DHSMV. 

Example #4 

65. On or about November 28, 2017, Relator’s counsel ordered a crash report by way of 

the Lexis portal www.buycrash.com.  The crash took place on September 14, 2016, and was 

prepared by Florida Highway Patrol, Troop K.  The crash involved a party with initials R.B. 

66. Relator’s counsel chose to order this crash report because Relator confirmed that 

this crash report had already been ordered in the past and, thus, had already been uploaded into the 

HPCC.  As such, this test purchase was designed to determine whether Lexis would report this 

later purchase to DHSMV and forward the agency fee to DHSMV. 
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67. Relator’s counsel paid $16 for the report on or about November 28, 2017.  Under 

the Florida contract, Lexis should have reported this purchase on the Florida Daily Revenue Report 

and should have forwarded $10 to DHSMV. 

68. Following the purchase, Relator confirmed that this sale did not appear on the 

eCrash Daily Summary.  On information and belief, the purchase likewise failed to appear on the 

Florida Daily Revenue Report, and Lexis did not forward the agency fee to DHSMV.   

69. As to Example #4, Lexis knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false 

records and statements material to its obligations to pay money to DHSMV, and Lexis knowingly 

concealed, decreased, and avoided its financial obligations to DHSMV. 

70. The above reverse false claims are representative only.  From at least January 2012 

and continuing to the present, Lexis submitted thousands of false statements to DHSMV 

misrepresenting the number of crash reports it sold.   Likewise, from at least January 2012 and 

continuing to the present, knowingly and intentionally avoided, decreased, and underpaid its 

financial obligations to the DHSMV.  

ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 
 

71. The fraudulent schemes outlined above have caused the government millions of 

dollars in false claims and reverse false claims damages. 

72. The Relator has hired the undersigned counsel and is obligated to pay a reasonable 

attorneys' fee. 

73. All conditions precedent have been performed or waived. 

74. The allegations and transactions described in this Complaint have not been publicly 

disclosed within the meaning of the Florida FCA.  To the extent a public disclosure has taken 

place, Relator is the original source of the information in this Complaint.  That is to say, he fully 
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disclosed these allegations to the government before any public disclosure took place and he has 

knowledge that is independent of and materially adds to any publicly disclosed information. 

Count 1 – Florida FCA Claim 

75. Relator re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 73. 

76. This a claim for treble damages under the Florida False Claims Act, section 

68.082(2)(g), Florida Statutes. 

77. Through the acts described above, the Defendant knowingly made, used, or caused 

to be made or used, false records or statements material to an obligation to pay or transmit money 

or property to the government, and Defendant knowingly concealed, improperly avoided and 

decreased its obligations to pay or transmit money or property to the State of Florida, in violation 

of section 68.082(2)(g), Florida Statutes. 

78. By reason of this conduct, the State of Florida has been damaged and continues to 

be damaged, in an amount yet to be determined. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Relator requests that judgment be entered against Defendant, ordering that: 

a. Lexis cease and desist from violating the Florida False Claims Act;  

b. Lexis pay an amount equal to three times the amount of damages sustained by the 

State of Florida;  

c. Lexis pay civil penalties in the amounts allowed by law; 

a. Relator be awarded a reasonable Relator share as allowed by law; 

d. Relator be awarded all costs of this action, including attorneys’ fees, expenses, and 

costs; and 

e. Relator and the State of Florida be granted all such other relief as the Court deems 
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just and proper. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Relator respectfully demands trial by jury of all issues so triable. 

Respectfully submitted, this 4th day of September, 2018. 

         /s Ryon M. McCabe    
       Ryon McCabe 

       Florida Bar No. 9075 
       rmccabe@mccaberabin.com 
       e-filing@mccaberabin.com 

       MCCABE RABIN, P.A. 
       1601 Forum Place, Ste. 201 
       West Palm Beach, Florida 33401 
       Tel.: 561-659-7878 
 

Lance A. Harke 
Florida Bar No. 863599 
Harke Law LLP 
9699 NE Second Avenue 
Miami Shores, Florida 33138 
Lharke@harkelaw.com 

   Tel.: 305-536-8222 
 

Philip Freidin  
Florida Bar No. 118519 
pf@fblawyers.net 
FREIDIN BROWN, P.A.  

        One Biscayne Tower 
 2 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 3100  
Miami, FL 33131 
Tel.: 305-371-3666 
 
Richard Celler  
Florida Bar No. 173370 
richard@floridaovertimelawyer.com 
RICHARD CELLER LEGAL, P.S. 
7450 Griffin Rd, Suite 230 
Davie, FL 33142 
Tel: 954-903-7475 































IN WITN ESS WH EREOF. tht: .-\grt:emc 11 s~xccuted b~ th · Parties hereto. 

RELATOR CHRI STOPHER 110 00 

Dated: September [t. 2020 

Dated: September lfa., 2020 

DEFENDANT LEXISNEXIS 
COPLOGIC SOLUTIONS INC. 

Dated: September _ , 2020 

Dated: September _ . 2020 

I , 

Centurion rower 
1601 Forum Place, Suite 201 
West Palm Beach. FL 33401 
Email: nnccabe@mccaberabin.com 

A flvmeysfor Re/a tor 

l. EXISNFXIS COPIOGIC SOLl 'TIONS 
INC. 

By: - -----------
William S. Madison 

Title: Executive Vice President 

TROUTMAN PEPPER HAMIL TON 
SANDERS LLP 

B~ : 
Ashle~ L. Ta) lor. Esq. 

I 00 I Haxall Point. I 5th Floor 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Email: ashley.taylor@troutrnan.com 

Allvrneysfor Defendant 
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